Some aspects of allogeneic stem cell transplantation in patients with myelodysplastic syndrome: advances and controversy
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Abstract: Myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) is a heterogeneous group of myeloid disorders. MDS remains a disease of elderly patients; moreover, the incidence of high risk MDS is proportionally greater in elderly patients, with increased frequency of secondary acute myeloid leukemia, as well as adverse cytogenetic abnormalities. Allogeneic stem cell transplantation is a therapeutic approach with known curative potential for patients with MDS that allows the achievement of long-term disease control. Numerous controversies still exist regarding transplantation in MDS: timing of transplantation, disease status at transplantation and comorbidity, conditioning intensity, pretransplant therapy, and stem cell source. Various transplant modalities of different intensities and alternative donor sources are now in use. Current advances in transplant technology are allowing the consideration of older patients. This should result in a greater number of older patients benefiting from this potentially curative treatment modality. Despite advances in transplantation technology, there is still considerable morbidity and mortality associated with this approach. Nevertheless, with the introduction of reduced-intensity conditioning and thereby reduced early mortality, transplant numbers in MDS patients have significantly increased. Moreover, recent new developments with innovative drugs, including hypomethylating agents, have extended the therapeutic alternatives for MDS patients. Hypomethylating agents allow the delay of allogeneic stem cell transplantation by serving as an effective and well-tolerated means to reduce disease burden.
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Introduction
Myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) is a heterogeneous group of myeloid disorders characterized by peripheral blood cytopenias and increased risk of transformation to acute myelogenous leukemia (AML). Overall survival (OS) after diagnosis of MDS varies from a few months to several years. Among patients under the age of 60 years, median OS is 4.6 years; it is significantly lower for those diagnosed after the age of 60 years. Allogeneic stem cell transplantation (alloSCT) is a therapeutic approach with known curative potential for patients with MDS that allows the achievement of long-term disease control.

However, various controversies still exist regarding transplantation in MDS: timing of transplantation, disease status at transplantation and comorbidity, conditioning intensity, pretransplant therapy, and stem cell source. Modern transplant modalities of different intensities and alternative donor sources are now in use. Current advances in transplant technology are allowing the consideration of older patients.
result in a greater number of older patients benefiting from this potentially curative treatment modality.

Despite advances in transplantation technology, there is still considerable morbidity and mortality associated with this approach. Nevertheless, with the introduction of reduced-intensity conditioning (RIC) and thereby a reduction in early mortality, transplant numbers in MDS patients have significantly increased.

Recent new developments with innovative drugs, including hypomethylating agents (HMAs), have extended the therapeutic alternatives for MDS patients. HMAs offer a “bridge” to or allow delay of alloSCT by serving as an effective and well-tolerated means to reduce disease burden.

Determining the optimal time of alloSCT for MDS patients has proven difficult. Early studies suggested that patients with MDS had the best outcomes if they were transplanted early in the course of their disease. The outcomes of alloSCT for MDS patients are essentially dependent on disease-related parameters, such as cytopenia, karyotype, percentage of blast cells in the bone marrow, and patient-related factors reflecting comorbidities. The selection of an appropriate transplant candidate has undergone modifications over the last decade. This was facilitated by improving the understanding of the risk of disease, using modified modern therapy approaches that advance survival, and the more opportunities for alloSCT in the elderly with the advent of RIC and nonmyeloablative techniques.

**Prognostic scoring system, IPSS and WPSS**

Significant assistance in identifying patients who will benefit from alloSCT was provided by the International Prognostic Scoring System (IPSS), which is based on clinical, morphologic, and cytogenetic characteristics. Greenberg et al showed that the major variables having an impact on disease outcome for evolution to AML were cytogenetic abnormalities, percentage of bone marrow blasts, and number of cytopenias; for survival, in addition to the aforementioned factors, were additionally included age and sex.

The IPSS defines the three cytogenetic risk categories: favorable (normal karyotype, isolated del(5q), del(20q), and loss of the Y chromosome), unfavorable (any abnormality of chromosome 7 and complex aberrations), and intermediate (any other abnormality, neither favorable nor unfavorable). During the last 15 years, increasing knowledge and higher numbers of cases have helped to improve the quality of cytogenetic prognosis. Recently, the IPSS has undergone revisions (IPSS-R) that take into consideration different subgroups of cytogenetic abnormalities and the depth of cytopenias, which led to the expansion of risk categories into five groups. The IPSS-R classifies cytogenetic information in MDS into five categories, “very good”, “good”, “intermediate”, “poor”, and “very poor” risk groups. The cytogenetic risk groups correspond to median OS of 61, 49, 26, 16, and 6 months, respectively. The probability of relapse increases progressively with increasing of the IPSS or WPSS (the World Health Organization [WHO] classification-based PSS) scores. The presence of poor-risk cytogenetic abnormalities has been associated with a significantly poorer outcome posttransplantation. Recently, a monosomal karyotype was shown to be a more accurate predictor of poor outcome in AML. The negative predictive power of the monosomal karyotype was shown to be slightly higher than that of a complex karyotype for progression-free survival after alloSCT.

The IPSS-R demonstrated the depth of cytopenia as a useful prognostic factor. Previously, it was shown that the degree of anemia is an important factor of poor clinical outcomes in MDS. Underlying this finding, chronic anemia may contribute to the high nonleukemic mortality related to cardiac disease in MDS patients. Although alloSCT could be considered in MDS patients, careful patient selection based on a thoughtful assessment of risk and benefit factors is important. A Markov decision analysis published in 2004 found that better OS achieved patients with IPSS intermediate 2 and high risk if they proceed to alloSCT immediately, while patients with low and intermediate 1 IPSS scores achieved better life expectancy by delaying alloSCT to the time of leukemic progression. This analysis included patients younger than 60 years who had undergone myeloablative conditioning (MAC) before using HMA therapy. To address these limitations, another Markov decision analysis with quality-of-life investigation was recently published based on evaluation of MDS patients aged 60–70 years. The authors concluded that for de novo MDS patients with IPSS low- or intermediate 1-risk groups, nontransplantation approaches were preferred. In contrast, for those patients in the intermediate 2- and high IPSS-risk categories, RIC alloSCT offered an advantage in terms of OS and quality-adjusted survival. Patients in the intermediate 1-risk group only had a slight gain in life expectancy if alloSCT was delayed, and therefore decisions should probably be made on an individual basis in these patients, depending on platelet or neutrophil counts. A study published in 2008 retrospectively evaluated the impact of the WHO classification and WPSS on the outcome of patients who had undergone allogeneic hematopoietic
The data suggest that for alloSCT lower-risk patients (WPSS risk score), 5-year OS was demonstrated for 80% of them. With increasing WPSS scores, the probability of 5-year survival after alloSCT declined progressively to 65% (intermediate risk), 40% (high risk), and 15% (very high risk). Furthermore, recent data suggests that younger patients with low risk often have an extended period of time before significant disease progression. An early alloSCT in lower-risk MDS (low, intermediate 1) actually leads to life-years lost. The authors recommended upfront transplantation for patients with intermediate 2- or high-risk disease and delayed transplant for low-risk and intermediate 1 patients until disease progression but prior to leukemic transformation.

The Global MD Anderson Scoring System was proposed as a model, incorporating such patient-related factors as age and performance status. It accounts for anemia, transfusion burden, karyotype, and probably most importantly severity of thrombocytopenia and leukopenia. Additional, IPSS intermediate 1 patients harboring poor-risk cytogenetics, severe thrombocytopenia, or red blood cell-transfusion dependency might also be considered for hematopoietic alloSCT on an individual basis.

Age of patients

Age is an important factor determining the decision about alloSCT. Although there is a clear agreement on the recommendation of alloSCT for higher-risk younger MDS patients, there is considerable controversy regarding elderly patients. Approximately 75% of patients with MDS are older than 60 years. The definition of “old age” in alloSCT varies in different studies, most often referring to patients aged 50–70 years.

Essentially, the incidence of poor-risk MDS is proportionally greater in elderly patients, with increased frequency of secondary AML, as well as adverse cytogenetic abnormalities. Early registry studies have demonstrated a significant correlation between advanced age and poor outcome. Kuendgen et al presented data on 232 patients less than 50 years of age and 2,496 patients more than 50 years of age, and showed that 42% of the patients younger than 50 years and only 8% of the older patients had undergone alloSCT. However, improvements in supportive care and importantly the use of RIC for alloSCT have substantially improved the outcome of transplantation among older patients, and currently there is no clear upper age limit. Later, Lim et al published a comparison of outcomes of 1,333 MDS patients older than 50 years. In this analysis, the disease stage at the time of transplantation, but not recipient age or the intensity of the conditioning regimens, was the most important factor influencing outcomes.

In accordance with European LeukemiaNet recommendations (2013), fit patients up to age 65–70 years with IPSS intermediate 2 or high risk and those with IPSS intermediate 1 risk with excess blasts or poor-risk cytogenetics are candidates for alloSCT.

Comorbidity as prognostic variation

The impact of age is a major prognostic parameter for OS. This effect has previously been shown with the IPSS and in other studies. Aging is associated with an increasingly high risk of developing comorbidity, and a high prevalence of comorbid diseases has indeed been reported in MDS patients.

Patient-related factors like chronic comorbid conditions, poor performance status, and abnormal organ function may also influence the outcome, especially survival in MDS patients. The Hematopoietic Cell Transplantation Comorbidity Index was established to estimate outcomes of patients specifically diagnosed with MDS or AML and given hematopoietic SCT.

Various studies have shown that in elderly patients with a mean age of 70 years, comorbidity is also an important additional prognostic factor for survival. Recently, Sperr et al published an analysis of 519 de novo MDS patients with a median age of 71 years. The data indicated that comorbidity should be considered an important coverable in risk assessment in MDS. However, the progression of the disease depends on the biologic properties of the clone, rather than on the comorbidity status of the patient.

In 2010, the MDS-specific Comorbidity Index (MDS-CI) was developed by the Italian MDS study group. Later, Zipperer et al presented a retrospective study of 1,161 patients, and suggested the use of the MDS-CI to assess concomitant diseases, since it shows high stability in the hands of different research groups.

Additional risk factors

In addition, certain supplementary prognostic factors should be considered for alloSCT, such as refractory life-threatening cytopenias, the degree of transfusion dependency, and the related problem of transfusional iron overload. Some other disease-related variables, such as β microglobulin, lactate dehydrogenase, bone marrow fibrosis, and the
presence of small numbers of circulating blast cells, might be useful for improving the accuracy of predicting early disease progression.24

Although bone marrow fibrosis is not included in current prognostic risk scales, such as the IPSS and the WPSS, some investigators recommend more aggressive treatment for patients with bone marrow fibrosis.37 Kröger et al analyzed the impact of bone marrow fibrosis on outcome after alloSCT in MDS patients reported to the European Group for Blood and Marrow Transplantation registry.44 The authors concluded that only severe bone marrow fibrosis affects survival because of a higher risk of relapse, while MDS patients with mild or moderate bone marrow fibrosis have an outcome comparable to that of MDS patients without bone marrow fibrosis.48

Several groups have identified iron overload, in terms of raised pretransplant serum ferritin levels, as an independent adverse prognostic factor for patients undergoing MAC alloSCT.49–51 It has been reported that iron overload increases the risk of veno-occlusive disease, hepatic dysfunction, and infections after transplantation.52 It has also been shown that patients with elevated ferritin levels in the pretransplant period had poor survival, due especially to infections in alloSCT.53 The hyperferritinemia may be treated with oral deferasirox in the posttransplant, which can be an effective method of iron chelation.54

**Gene mutations**

Recently discovered important prognostic gene mutations (EZH2, SRSF2, ASXL1), involving such epigenetic regulators as TET-2, IDH, and DNMT3A, and gene-expression aberrations (TP53) can define a subgroup of MDS patients with IPSS low or intermediate 1 who actually have poor outcomes.54–58 Bejar et al confirmed that mutations in the EZH2 gene are associated with disease subtypes, clinical features, and significantly shorter OS.55 Additionally, Thol et al showed a negative prognostic impact of SRSF2 mutations in MDS.56 Different mutations may become useful for clinical risk stratification and treatment decisions in the future. Determining an accurate prognosis is critical for the care and treatment of patients with MDS.

**Conditioning**

The impact of conditioning intensity on disease control remains controversial. Some authors report that MAC offers improved disease control,59 but often at the expense of increased treatment-related mortality (TRM).60–63 Two MAC regimens combining either cyclophosphamide and fractionated total body irradiation or busulfan and cyclophosphamide are used most widely. In MAC transplantation, IPSS risk is correlated with MDS relapse and disease-free survival.64 TRM is 35%–80%, varying with age and other factors.65 Cutler et al documented that for patients 18–60 years of age with intermediate 2/high IPSS MDS, early MAC transplantation provides maximal quality-adjusted survival.11 Warlick et al reported that patients receiving MAC had a lower risk of relapse, particularly those in complete remission or with <5% blasts.60 This finding contrasts with the data published by Scott et al, in which the authors found no difference in relapse rates in patients with complete remission and less than 5% of blasts prior to alloSCT between those who received either MAC or non-MAC.6

AlloSCT is associated with excessive procedure-related toxicity.55,65 Considerable risk of TRM and disease relapse limit long-term OS.66–68 Results from selected studies report prolonged disease-free survival in about 30%–50% of patients.69 The risk of organ toxicities has limited the use of high-dose regimens to younger patients in good medical condition. To avoid this limitation, a non-MAC regimen and widely used RIC regimens for alloSCT were developed. The regimen relies on graft-versus-leukemia (GVL) effects to cure cancer. Non-MAC regimens are usually based on 2 Gy of total body irradiation. RIC regimens contain treosulfan, busulfan, fludarabine, or melphalan. Various RIC regimens have been developed by several investigators in the last 15 years.70–74 This regimen has allowed the extension of alloSCT to a previously unserved population of older patients or those with clinically significant comorbidities. Since the introduction of RIC regimens has led to a significant reduction in TRM, the relapse has become the leading impediment to the achievement of long-term survival in transplanted MDS patients.54,71 The principal aim of RIC is to minimize toxicity associated with MAC regimens and to harness the GVL effect. RIC regimens depend largely upon intensive immune suppression either during conditioning and/or after stem cell infusion to facilitate donor engraftment and establish complete donor chimeraism.75

It is known that 75% of patients with MDS are older than 60 years at diagnosis, and are typically not considered MAC transplantation candidates.65,76 In patients older than 60 years, RIC transplantation is potentially curative, but is also associated with mortality risk.68 Different groups of authors reported that TRM was 26%–41%, with long-term MDS/AML survival of 27%–54%.60–63 RIC transplantation in older patients remains uncertain, because MDS prognosis differs from that of younger patients, and RIC and MAC transplantation risks and benefits may also differ.68 Lim et al demonstrated that an RIC regimen using fludarabine, busulfan, and alemtuzumab enabled high engraftment
rates, with a low incidence of graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) and durable long-term survival. Advanced age does not appear to be a contraindication to RIC alloSCT, even with the use of unrelated donors, and identification of pretransplant comorbidities may help to better identify patient eligibility for transplantation.

**Donor sources**

The donor sources tested with regard to peripheral blood stem cells, bone marrow, or umbilical cord blood yielded similar outcomes. The data from Lim et al suggest that in the absence of a suitable HLA-matched related donor, RIC volunteer unrelated donor alloSCT offers a comparable alternative for MDS patients with progressive disease. These data and others suggest that unrelated donor transplantations offer the possibility of long-term survival in selected patients with high-risk MDS.

The results demonstrate strong negative effects of mismatching for either HLA-A, -B, -C, or -DRB1 on survival after unrelated donor alloSCT. Single mismatches at these loci were associated with significant decrements in survival, and the presence of multiple mismatches was even worse. Low-resolution mismatches appear to have a more severe impact on survival than mismatches detectable only with high-resolution typing techniques, but high-resolution mismatches were also associated with adverse outcomes.

Only 25% of patients have an HLA-identical sibling. Furthermore, many patients lack HLA-matched unrelated donors. Alternative sources of alloSCT are unrelated umbilical cord blood and HLA-haploidentical relatives. Extensive graft T-cell depletion has proved effective in preventing GVHD in this context, but can induce a high incidence of infectious complications. Recently, new conditioning strategies of pharmacologic immune suppression, such as the use of high-dose posttransplantation cyclophosphamide, have become more important. Also, in MDS patients, this kind of conditioning is accompanied with success. In addition, new immunosuppressive strategies in alloSCT with a haploidentical donor lead to better outcomes in MDS patients.

**Hypomethylating agents**

New therapeutic alternatives with HMAs have been recently introduced. HMAs allow the delay of alloSCT by serving as an effective and well-tolerated means to reduce disease burden. HMAs should be considered mainly for older patients with clinically significant comorbidities. Recently, advantages of pretransplant cytoreductive therapy using HMAs or chemotherapy were demonstrated on the outcome of alloSCT.

Two retrospective studies have demonstrated that pretransplant therapy with 5-azacitidine is associated with less toxicity than induction chemotherapy and may allow for similar outcomes after alloSCT. Treatment with HMAs might also enhance the GVL effect, since preclinical studies have demonstrated that it might lead to an increased expression of KIR and minor histocompatibility antigens, as well as recovery of reduced expression of antigens of tumor cells. Prospective controlled trials are needed to address optimal initial management of patients with MDS who are candidates for hematopoietic transplantation. Until those data are available, given the acceptable toxicity, potential for cy toreduction, and acceptable transplant-related mortality, HMAs may have an advantage over chemotherapy for MDS patients who are transplant candidates and need further therapy.

**Relapse after alloSCT**

Notably, causes of late morbidity and mortality, including GVHD and relapse, remain, and challenge patient care. In the absence of prospective randomized trials, emphasis should be put on patient selection and optimization of pre- and posttransplant treatment in order to achieve long-term disease control and at the same time maintain an adequate quality of life.

Several therapeutic approaches to control disease, including chemotherapy, withdrawal of immunosuppression, donor lymphocyte infusions, and second alloSCT, can be considered. The optimal treatment strategy for MDS patients relapsing after alloSCT also remains undefined, because prospective trials comparing different approaches are lacking.

The results of a prospective, multicenter German Phase II study investigating the application of single-agent 5-azacitidine followed by donor lymphocyte infusions in patients with AML and MDS relapsing after alloSCT have been promising (remission rate of 32%). Prospective randomized trials are required.

**Conclusion**

AlloSCT is the treatment of choice for the majority of MDS patients. With the development of RIC regimens and modified immunosuppression, alloSCT can be offered to older patients, which is very important in view of the age distribution of MDS. Given the growing range of treatment options and the absence of prospective trials, patients need to be stratified according to comorbidities, performance status, and disease risk. Current therapeutic approaches using chemotherapy and HMAs allow the delay of alloSCT by serving as an effective and well-tolerated means to reduce disease burden.
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